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IMPROVING CUSTOMER SUPPORT 
WITH OFFSHORE STAFFING.  

CASE STUDY: LIFTANGO

Liftango needed efficient, round-the-clock technical support to aid their local team and improve customer experiences. Staff Domain helped 
Liftango build a high performing offshore support team that helped vastly improve support capabilities and more!  
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Established in 2016, Liftango is a 
technology provider in the shared 
mobility space, connecting people with 
on-demand transport services. They 
work with a wide range of services, 
including corporate and public transport, 
carpooling and power transit services. 
Liftango uses advanced demand 
responsive technology to enable 
communities and organisations to 
leverage the power of shared transport.  



The search to expand 
technical capabilities.  
Liftango were eager to provide timely and efficient support, to ensure their customers could make 
the best use of their platform. With the company experiencing a rapid rate of growth – they need 
to expand their technical support function to facilitate round-the-clock services. 

Liftango had been considering how to expand their services with business process outsourcing. 
And under the guidance of their Tech Support Lead, Michael Stone, their search expanded to 
include the possibility of offshoring with Staff Domain. 

“Before I started, the organisation was providing great support through 
many members of various teams – but it was challenging with the growth 
occurring. I was looking at options available and ran with the idea of 
business process outsourcing. I researched and used my network to do an 
intensive review of a few companies.” 



Why 
Staff Domain?  
Stone shares that although the 
competition was close, there were a few 
key reasons Staff Domain stood out.  

“Staff Domain had a good 
understanding of Liftango’s 
requirements, flexibility, knowledge 
of the market, and a commitment 
to delivering what we needed.” 

“I’m so happy with my talented team, and the support of Staff Domain. 
There is clear communication and simple processes to follow which 
means the support team gets to enjoy and concentrate on supporting 
Liftango’s growing customer base.” 

Customer service – on another level. 
Liftango soon reaped the benefits of an offshore partnership with Staff Domain. Stone cited multiple 
benefits of moving to offshoring including:  

• Greater flexibility  
• Greater capacity for strategic decision making  
• Vastly improved support capabilities 

Stone and Liftango are happier than ever with Staff Domain and their offshore staffs’ dedication to 
delivering exceptional results.  

And when asked if he’d recommend us to other firms? The answer was – yes.  
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Learn how to grow your business 
with offshoring today.   

Contact: info@staffdomain.com

Book in for an obligation free consultation with us and receive a custom 
offshoring strategy for your business.  
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